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Centralized Traffic Control
Installed on the
Baltimore & Ohio
Train operation by signal indication on 43 miles of single
track reduces delays and effects saving in operating costs
View of lap layout at Clokey looking west

T

HE Baltimore & Ohio has installed centralized traffic
control on 43 miles of single track between Wheeling,
W. Va., and Gilkeson, Pa., and, as a part of the
project, has provided automatic signaling on 19 miles of
double track from Gilkeson to Glenwood Junction (Pittsburgh). The centralized control instalIation includes the
operation of the switches, at 11 passing tracks and at
the end of double track, as well as the signals at these
points for directing train movements, a total of 23
power-operated switches, 70 controlled signals and 38
automatic signals being involved in the project. The
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control machine is located at West Washington, 31 miles
from Wheeling.
This subdivision traverses a mountainous territory
passing over several minor divides, there being nine tunnels, ranging from 400 ft. to 1,700 ft. in length. Starting
at Glenwood Junction a double track line ascends on a
grade of about 1.7 to 1.9 per cent for five miles to the
Whitehall tunnel, and then descends on a grade of 1.1 to
1.2 per cent for four miles, a rolling grade extending
through Thomas tunnel and for 11 miles to Gilkeson, the
end of the double track. On the single-track section be-
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J unction, to Gilkeson, a distance of 18.7 miles. The east
end of the double track was connected with the interlocking plant at Glenwood Junction by a low-voltage
remote control machine and the entire double tracle signaled with color-position-light automatic signals, 30 being used. The double trac1c extensions released the threetrick manual block train order stations at Rand, Bertha
and Finleyville and permitted more flexible operation
of fill out and turn around service between interchang~
points at Bruceton with the Pittsburgh & 'Nest Virginia
and at Snowden ,vith the Montour Railmad.
The topography of the single tracle territory between
Gilkeson and Wheeling is such that the cost of constructing second track was prohibitive, there being seven
tunnels varying in length from 400 ft. to 1,700 ft., 58
bridges and numerous heavy cuts and fills. Therefore it
was decided to increase the track capacity of this section
by providing centralized traffic contml and re-arranging
the passing sidings and increasing the capacity in each
instance to 80 or more cars. The north siding at CIokey
was extended and a new south siding constructed so as to
make a lap layout. The sidings at Wade, Taylorville,
Claysville, West Alexander and Elm Grove (NA
Tower) were extended. The sidings at Duval, Bell
Siding, Point Mills, and Triadelphia were left as they
were, while those at Wylandville and Vance were retired.
The switches for the passing tracks, as well as the
switch at the end of double track at Gilkeson, are all
equipped with power-operated switch machines, the control of which is included in the centralized machine at
Washington. This control machine, of course, also includes the control of all the absolute signals for directing
train movements at the various switches where power
machines are used as mentio"ned above. The west end of
the centralized traffic control ties in with the interlocking
located at the east end of the yard at Wheeling. The
control office was located at Washington because this
point was centrally located on the division and because
this is a good sized town where living conditions are

tween Gilkeson and Wheeling the linepasses through seven
tunnels, each of which marks the apex of grades descending for two to three miles in each direction, the maximum
gradient eastbound being 1.7 and westbound 1.85 per
cent. The grades most difficult to negotiate extend in
each direction out of Washington, Pa., the condition
being aggravated by the fact that all trains stop here for
water and are required to run slowly through the city.
The mallet-type locomotives assigned to freight service
on this division have a tonnage rating of 2,300 tons
eastbound and 2,200 tons westbound. On the average, a
train of 40 loads constitutes a tonnage rating. The lading
includes merchandise moved in either direction and considerable coal is handled eastbound. The traffic includes
four passenger trains each way and fmm four to six
freight trains each way daily, including the local freight
operated each way daily. Considerable coal is mined
in this territory and a turn-around pick-up train is operated from Pittsburgh to Elm Grove and return- daily.
Therefore, the total number of train movements ranges
from 18 to 20 daily. In addition to the difficulties on
account of grades, the line includes numerous curves,
most of which range from 3 to 8 deg. but some are as
high as 11 to 12 deg. The speed limit is 40 m.p.h. for
passenger and 30 m.p.h. for freight trains.

The Track Layout
Previous to the improvements recently completed, this
line consisted of a single main track from Glenwood
Junction to Rand, a distance of 2 miles; double track
Rand to Bertha, 4.5 miles; single tracle Bertha to Finleyville, 6.6 miles; double track Fil1leyville to Gilkeson,
6 miles; and single track Gilkeson to Wheeling 43.2
miles, with 13 intermediate passing sidings having an
average capacity of 65 cars.
It was decided to connect the short stretches of double
track so as to provide continuous double track from the
west end of the Monongahela River bridge at Glenwood
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desirable for the dispatchers and other employees. A
new fireproof brick and concrete tower was provided to
house the' control facilities, this building being located
about a mile west of the station at Washington.
All turnouts to industry tracks and to sidings not
equipped with power switch machines are equipped with
switch circuit controllers so as to afford automatic signal
protection. Furthermore, a Hayes derail is located at
the clearance point on each of the turnouts and a switch
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movements by signal indication in either direction on
both tracks of this double-track section.
The double-track extensions and automatic sigt1als
were put in service as far as Gilkeson, on March 17,
1931. The C.T.C. system was put in service in sections,
as follows: Gilkeson to Washington, June 17, 1931;
Washington to West Alexander, July 15, 1931; West
Alexander to 'Wheeling, August 1, 1931. No changes
have as yet been made in the passenger train schedules;

The line-control switchboards and relay cabinets are located at the rear of the control machine

circuit controller is connected to each of these derails.
The automatic block signals are controlled on the A.P.B.
principle.

Train Movements Directed by Signals
Under the previous method of operation train
movements over the single track, Gilkeson to Wheeling, were governed by ;time-!table, train o'rders land
manual block. Block offices were located at eight points,
Gilkeson, Wylandville, Washington, Taylorstown, West
Alexander, Point Mills, "NA" Tower and Wheeling.
About 40 train orders were issued during each trick,
when traffic was equivalent to what it is now. Under
the new centralized traffic control system of operation,
train movements are directed by signal indication without written orders and without superiority. On account
of this change in the method of operation seven of the
former block offices were closed and 16 operators were
transferred for duty at other points thus making a saving
in operating costs of $30,000 for wages alone, the remaining operators being retained for station work.
. On the double track from Glenwood Junction to Gilkeson the trains are operated by regular double-track rules,
automatic block signal protection being provided. However, space is availablc in the new control machine to
add the necessary levers for signals to control train

the principal benefit so far as these trains are concerned
is that any lost time can be made up more readily without
delaying other trains. Under the manual block system
all freight trains were required to clear the main line
one block ahead of a passenger train. No permissive
movements were permitted in which any passenger train
was involved either for following a passenger train or
for a passenger train following a freight train. With
the new system, including automatic signal protection,
the meeting points can be arranged according to the circumstances so that very little time need be wasted while
waiting for a meet, and as a matter of fact non-stop
meets are not at all unusual. The elimination of train
stops which were made in order to pick up orders or to
enter or leave a siding not only saves time but reduces
the fuel and water consumption.
Therefore, although the system has been in service but
a few months, it is already quite evident that the factors
mentioned above are contributing to the safety of train
operation and are expediting the movement of trains. For
example, the former schedule for the fast through merchandise freight trains between Glenwood Junction and
Wheeling was 3 h1'. 20 min. eastbound and 3 hr. 30 min.
westbound. These trains are now being operated over
this territory in three hours regularly and in some cases
even better time is made. Likewise the time between
terminals for the tonnage trains has been reduced one
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hour. The t,r. naround run from Pittsburgh to Elm
Grove and rerum, which formerly required about 11 hr.,
is riow being made regularly in 9 hr.
Under the previous method of operation there was a
heavy penalty in overtime, which was brought about
primarily by two factors. In the first place the business
on this line required frequent set-offs and fill-outs, and
this condition together with the manual block rules resulted in considerable overtime. Freight train overtime
for the first 11 months of 1931 showed a decrease of 72
per cent under the corresponding period of 1930, the
average time per train having decreased 22 per cent.
However, consideration must be given to the fact that
the C.T.C. was in service for only the latter four months
of the period and also that throughout the 11 months
there was a decline of 24 per cent in the number of trains
as compared with the corresponding period in the previous year. Therefore it is difficult to determine how
llluch of the decrease in overtime is due to the clecrease
in traffic and how much to the new system.
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the purposes of recording changes in indications, they
follow each other in predetermined order.

System Employs Relays
The system employs relays exclusively. An operating.
cycle consists of a succession of steps, the first few of
which are assigned to selecting the stations in and q,utbound, and the succeeding ones for control ancVor for
indications. The relays are grouped in cabinets 'which
are interchangeable within their own classification and
are provided with plug boards so that a cabinet can he

Centralized Traffic Control System
The centralized traffic control equipment is of the type
manufactured by the General Railway Signal Company,
known as the Duplex System, which, as the name infers,
provides for the simultaneous transmission of controls
to, and the receipt of indications from,. the same or
different stations.
Two circuits: one for outgoing controls and stepping
and the other for incoming indications, are employed in
cach direction from the control office, those rUl~ning east

Above-Close-up of a
typical section of the
control machine.
Left- Recorder with
cover r"ifted showing
train graph sheet

being separate from those running west. The wires are
No. 12 copper, rubber-covered, carried in cables along
with the wires used for signaling. In an emergency
these circuits can be sectionalized manually at each
location.
In operation, the dispatcher moves his levers as desired, paying no attention to the order in which stations
are called, which occurs automatically one at a time, in
a predetermined order until all, that are required to carry
out the changes set up by the new position of the levers,
have been reached. This preference of stations is not
necessarily geographical and can be made in any order
desired at the time when the apparatus is wired and can
be revised by making a change in the wiring.
Independently or simultaneously with the calling of a
station from the control office, any station, including the
one being called, can send in its cal.! and record its indications. If more than one station desires to call in for

substituted for another very readily. The relays and
switch boards at the control office are located in the
operating room. The relay cabinets are supported on
steel racks or shelving, at the rear of which there is a
large wir.il)g compartment where all the wires are
brought up from the conduits in the floor and carried
to conveniently located terminals. This wiring cabinet
is equipped with tight-fitting sheet-steel doors. All wiring
between these cabinets and the control machine is nm in
steel ducts laid in the concrete floor. There are no relays
on the lever machine. In addition to the field station
cabinets there are function relay units of two relays each
used to receive and store the controls at the field stations.

Control' Machine
The control machine is in the form of a flat top desk
with the control panel mounted on the top at the back.

~.
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On account of the length of the control panel the ends
are brought forward at an angle of 45 degrees so that
the levers are readily reached by the dispatcher. The
machine has been made large enough to add, at a later
date, the necessary equipment to control the double track
east of Gilkeson arranged for rt.1l1ning in both directions
on both tracks, as well as for several sidings on the
single track not equipped at present.
Along the top of the panel extends a track diagram
with the signal and switch levers located directly below
the corresponding switches on the diagram, the signal
levers being in a row above the switch levers. The levers
are in the form of rotating knobs with indication lamps
in the centers. The switch levers have two positigns,
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of which will indicate a failure of tlf. corresponding
source of power for charging storage batteries. At the
time·a red light shows up, a vibrating bell rings, which
can be stopped by pushing the button below the red light.
Inserted in the desk is the automatic recorder which
records the position of trains by impressions on the
graph sheet made by metal type striking through to a
typewriter ribbon. These impressions also indicate
whether the train is continuing on the main or is entering
or leaving a siding, the impressions being a horizontal
dash - for a main track move and a diagonal dash. / or
" when the switch is reversed. The record therefore is
complete and can be read at any time thereafter. It is the
habit of the dispatcher to connect the impressions with
Left-Relay case at an automatic block
signal location
Below-Power switch and sheet metal
instrument house at Clokey

II

Batteries are housed

in concrete boxes

!

with normal to the left, while the signal levers have three
positions, the normal position being with the arrow pointing vertically up, while to the left clears the signals
governing eastward and to the right clears the signals
governing westward. The switch points on the diagram
are mechanically operated by the switch levers showing
the line up as a white line.
The switch indication is in the form of a light located
in the center of the switch lever which is illuminated
from the moment the lever is moved until the switch
itself is locked up in the corresponding position. It will
be illuminated also when the switch is moved by hand
either by the use of the dual-selector or hand crank. The
signal indication is in the form of a lamp located in the
center of the signal lever, which becomes illuminated
when a signal is clear-no light showing for a signal at
Stop. An arrow which becomes clearly defined by the
indication lamp shows the direction in which the cleared
signal governs. Above each signal lever is a push button
for starting the system in operation under special conditions to be described later.
The track occupancy information is given by red
lamps in the track diagram, which are normally out and
which become lighted upon the presence of a train. There
is a light for each track section in which a controlled
switch is located and one for each approach ~nnunciator
used where controlled points are a considerable distance
apart. The track model is provided with holes for tokens
to be used as desired by the dispatcher for switch engines,
work trains, motor cars, etc., to indicate their location.
Above the diagram is located a row of red lights, one

lines so that the record may be read more easily by
others. The paper is moved forward by a mechanism
controlled by a clock.

Operation of the System
The movement of a signal lever to right or left automatically starts the system and the switch and signal
controls are sent out to the field station. The movement
of a switch lever does not start the system if moved
alone, the push button mentioned above being used for
this purpose. All signals are stick signals and will not
clear for a following train unless the operator clears the
signal lever a second time. When it is desired to put to
Stop a signal which has not been passed by a train, the
push button must be pushed in addition to placing the
signal lever in the normal position as the movement 0 f
the signal lever to Stop will not cause a start of the code.

Features of Signaling
The Baltimore & Ohio standard color-position-light
signals are used throughout this installation. The signals
consist of a main unit with one or more markers. The
main unit is equipped with two red lights in a horizontal
line, two yellow lights in a row diagonally upward to the
right and two green lights in a vertical line. Red is for
stop, yellow for "caution, proceed prepared to stop at the
next signal," and green for "proceed." These indications
are modified by the use of white markers. The absence
of a marker with the red indication means "stop and
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stay," but with a marker either above or below, it indicates "stop and proceed." The failure of a marker-light
will result in a more restrictive indication being given.
The indication of any signal can be displayed either as
"stop and stay" or as "stop and proceed." This facility is
taken advantage of by making all intermediate signals
indicate "stop and stay" against opposing moves and
"stop and proceed" for following moves. In addition a
marker above the main unit is used for all main routes
and the marker below for ail medium-speed routes. No
marker is used for low-speed routes but inasmuch as the
siding turnouts have No. 16 frogs and ail sidings are
track circuited, ll1ediull1~speed indications are given gov-

View of interior of steel instrument housing

erning into a siding. The signals governing into the
sidings indicate "proceed, prepared to stop at the next
signal" when the siding is unoccupied and "stop and
proceed" when occupied. Dwarf signals are used governing movements out of sidings and are equipped. with
lower markers.
.
When desired, the main unit can be equipped with a
permissive indication displaying two lunar white lights
in a row diagonally upward to the left and this indication
is used to govern trains against traffic at Gilkeson. The
,use of this signal is safeguarded by requiring the dispatcher to operate two .levers to clear it and in addition
the train must have orders to accept the signal.
The a-c. floating system of power supply is used for
this entire installation. Power is purchased at 8 points,
at each of which a smail switch-board is provided so that
power can be fed each way or the station can be cut out
and the feed circuit cut through. Each switchboard is
equipped with a General Electric overload circuit-breaker
and a G.E. ammeter with range of 0 to 15 amp. and a
G.E. voltmeter with a range of 0 to 750 volts. The line
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feed at 460 volts is carried on two No.4 weatherproof
copper wires on porcelain insulators. At each location a
G.R.S. line transformer, the capacities ranging from 50
va. to 250 va., depending on the load, is used, protected
by G.E. lightning arresters, in connection with a Y-i in.
by 10 ft. Copperweld ground rod. The maximum resist-.
ance of the ground connection is 15 ohms. The signals
are lighted normally from the a-c. supply with a d,"c.
reserve cut in by power-off relays.
At each location including a power switch, a battery of
12 cells of EMGO-7 Exide storage battery of 120-a.h.
capacity is provided f01' the switches and the signals.
At the intermediate signal locations 6 cells of EMGO-5,
80-a.h. capacity Exide battery is used for the signals and
control circuits. One cell of EMGO-7 120-a.h. capacity
is used for each track circuit. At the control office a 24
volt 120-a.h. EMGO-7 Exide battery is used for the
local requirements of the CTC system and two 160 volt
6-a.h. battery (BTM) for the line requirements. All
cells are charged by G.R.S. dry-plate rectifiers. The rail
joints are bonded with No.2 A.W.G. 70 in. gas-welded
bonds.
Line Cable a Feature
Ail line control circuits, including the code cOl/tro!, ~
are carried in a cable made up of No. I4\. conductors for ."
signal circuits and No. 12 for the c.T:c. line circuilii
with ~ll4-in. insulation, with tape and br~id on each.con~
ductor and with a braided covering over all. The number
of conductors in each section of the cable ranges from
12 to 27, about 20 per cent being spares with a minimum
of 4 spare conductors. The cable was ordered in lengths
to meet the conditions for each section, This cable is
suspended from a % in. stranded Copperweld messenger
wire using c.-W. never-slip cable rings.
At each switch layout a welded sheet-metal house,
lined with Celotex, is provided for housing all the relays,
coder units, batteries, l'ectifiers, etc. With the exception
of the house at Clokey lap which is 6 ft. by 12 ft., each
house is 6 ft. by 8 ft., and includes a separate compartment used as a telephone booth. The relays are the shelf
type mounted on springs. Incoming line wires terminate
on Railroad Supply Co.'s triple-path neon arresters
mounted on a board near the floor, in the end of the
house. General Electric carbon-gap signal type lightning
arresters are in use on the C.T.C. wires. Various other
terminals, resistors and knife-switches are located just
above. All jumpers between terminals, arresters and
relay posts are No. 14 insulated flexible wire except for
switch operating circuits which were ail No.9. These
houses were all wired up with the apparatus in place at
the works of the General Railway Signal Company at.
Rochester, N. Y.
The switch machines are the G.R.S. ModeI-5D
equipped for dual control. Morden adjustable rail braces
with 1 in. by 8 in. gage plates are used on the first three
ties. Two of these plates extend and are bolted to the
switch machine. Baltimore & Ohio standard adjustable
front rods are us~d and the switch adjustments are the
Bossert type. The point detectors are adjusted to a ?i-in.
opening.
Signaling Circuits
A few special features are embodied in the A.P.B.
signaling circuits. Each line circuit for signal control is
a loop circuit with double control. Each HD (Home and.
Distant) control circuit passes through a back contact
of the second opposing home signal's HD relay-considering a signal at the same location as the first opposing signal-to provide that all opposing signals must be
(Continued on page 46)
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[,lInll Hdween the rdkctor <lnd 1h(' Cu\"t:r glass of
each lin t i, a )1(:tal stencil haHn,>?, "Ile 01 the letters
in the wort! <.;TOP cut out. Not"Illal'y. the sig-n is dark
l,pon the al'proach uf a Ir2in the lamps are Jiluminated
and Il rli,til rt n STOP w rning is ,1 p,1aye d in bright
red Jette '.
,\1 mt{;( - b,) vI c,lch post is
Buml er f tr,lel" at (ach cPJ.,smv
r "2 fr ck<'. a- the case ma~ 1
'Jt1 ton h ~, an I IS '11 IUlltt d 'I til
losts so that the
uumer' 1 i, 'lI"wee'l tile ight IIlit, witl' tht \l'urd,
.. r ack". ~;r ct!)X'low. The crus'c'!c k sign. "Ratlroad
( ro~sing-" ills,) 0 r 'h(' ref1ectnr-l'lItt I' type. -I he beams
uf aut( ll1ubl headli(hts arc re 'pele . y thc se slgn~ in
,lid a 'l'a'11 r '(S ,0 make the S1gns I iblc. 'mel f;i.l,le

G. N. to Discontinue A. T. C.
(

)),'/1

linT Iroll" /'nge t2)

results fton, the malllten<lllce and operation ,)' tlll, in
stallatiC'n. 1" ere ;s c )Ilsi lenble inconnnieucl an I 11,ter
ference wi 11 1 tIe eCOWl! lIeal operation uf the ra lrnad.
par1icularly; the rtass1g111nent of rtlP" oi locon otive".
SOllie. of tne lon!:.er enr:;'ne runs that the (,r 'at, orthern
c:':S1' es t) dUlhlJ h a~-f i lter1t:red \\ i'h becaus of the
n('cc,si y ,) operatlllg 01 Iy trair:-stup equ ppeel eng·ncs
between )Jc..... RockfC'd and \\ ilIi,;ton For (' 'ample,
the railway c lmpany has ,Ol11e heavy 91'0111 tive< tra'
ordinarii} rllll between. lin t and Cral:c1 Fork- which
are not equl')pul w th tra'IH,tOp e!c. vice On itCC<)ll11t of
'he poor c.,' coneht)1l' n that 'k,·t o~ _'ortl '); kota
there I a, nc 1ee.' , IT uch lise r Jr these locomolive o 11
that territo'v ~ lei "I 'he interest of ec'momv the railwav
cumpany VIOU eI Jike to dSf tbese I'ea I'y l lC' 'mot1\'e'
tween Minot <lnel ! lew Ruckford for several non'hs but
C<ln nut (1(' ,0 becau,e the)' arc not equipped.
1f the IISl ot thl automatic train-stop lev ICe:, i;: dIscontinued hel\vcel Kew Rockford allCl Williston. that
terntory \\'111 still he protected by the must modern type
of automatic block sigllals, using the three-position sema·
phore signals hetween 'Williston and ;l.1inot itnrl the
color-light lype of ,ignals between ?vl iuot and New
Rockford,
The report in its summary of reasons re\ iews the
statement of principles which w~s set iorth by the COIll
llllssion when it III <I de its general report on autol11atic
train control (148 1. C. C. 188) calling attentiun to the
fact that accielents which are preventable hy automatic
train control are relatil'ely few in companson with tbe
raIlroad accident record as a whole. It states that the
Grtat Northern has more than 6,000 miles of track not
Jet e'1l ipped with automatIc block ~ignais: and 5,R74
grade crossin's not yet protected, except b) signs. The
cost of eql:ippmg a gra(le crossing \ 'i:h an automatic
SIgnal is abom 1,500. The road strongly clmter ds that
it ,hould not be required to provide super protection on
thi, short di,trict, less than three per cent of the railroad,
\\ hilc more than 72 per cent remains "'ithout block
"ignals. The c01111uis iun is on recurd as requiring' generous expel 'Iiture~ for the prutection of human liie, with
tl L' mopey 0 di,trihuted as to provide the greatest
possible mea ure 0; I'rotection; amI therefure. (he de·
cision, in fa'Cor ('f th" Great 1 'ortl ern, IS as quoted

le-

ahr)\'e.

Interior view of relay case at Clinton street,
showing relays and power equipment

\11 line wire& are Ko. 10 \iV,P. ,,,lid cupper and are
carried on the railroad's pole line throughout 1he installation. Cabled clrops <Ire No. 1-1-, and <l.re carried from the
pole line 10 mc'chanism cases in "mmk liP" form on No. 8
messengc'r wire. The track wire" which 'Ire nm in
tnmking to stanrlard Union bootlegs, are No, 10 copper.
i\ll field relays are of the Union D1\'-11 type, shelf
mounted, and are housed in relay cases, while the relays
in the contr{)1 cabin are of the L type, similar to those
u;cl! In the Cn',on centralized traffic control machine.
. \11 track cit'ct1its are fed from primary battery locate']
'11 battery
hl'te~, and ail relay and la~llln,., light circuits
arc controlled from a batte y of Ii'e lead storage cells
floated acrnss copper-oxide recti ie r , . 1'he lamps are
nonnally ight el directly by a-c. power a'Jd, 10 the eyent
of a power ~ailun. by a el-c. stardby, 11 connec'j0n with
lL-30 p \Ver-t) T relay'. The;" c. power j, ohtained
from the 10cal PO,vf corropanv.
fpr ach \'c11s, with
mantla. 1-11 1 butt Jll CU'-Olh controb ~r used fvr both
r'or hand ,r''1th approaches.

B. &- O. Installs C. T. C. on 43 Miles
(Continued from page 41)
at stop before a leaving signal can clear. The control
machine is wired so that a signal control cannot be sent
out while an opposing conflicting lever is reversed. AU
directional stick relays are prevented from picking up,
and If up, are dropped, by an open switch leading to a
siding which wiU hold a train. Standard approach, time,
route, and indication locking is provided for protection
against the movement of switches when it is unsafe for
such switches to be moved.
In addition to the telephones located in the booths in
the steel houses at the control points, telephones are
located conveniently to aU hand-operated switches and
the dispatcher is equipped with a loud speaker,
The apparatus for the signaling as weU as for the centralized traffic control on this instaUation was furnished
by the General Railway Signal Company, and was installed by the Baltimore & Ohio signal construction
forces under the direction of the signal engineer and
under the supervision of the engineer maintenance' of
way.

